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Vacation right from the start and support until
after the trip – the Cruises4you customers
appreciate this and rate this performance
with “very good” (Customer Survey Results).
“A customer who sailed on the fitting ship for
him – the right ship – will take a ship again
and again!” said Sylvia Gohlke, owner and a
passionate fan of cruises for nearly 30 years.
Gohlke is personally familiar with over 80 ships
and knows much more than the catalogues
reveal. “It is important to know the ship and its
personality, not to just memorise documents.
Our customers are very well informed through
the Internet and notice right away when they
know more than their counterpart!” Gohlke’s
expert knowledge is the foundation of the
consultation, and she succeeds again and
again in winning guests for cruises or dream
vacations.
A personal and competent contact partner is
especially important for further trips or world
trips, since there are usually complicated visa
formalities to be taken care of, and the expert is
glad to help.

Contact: Cruises4you
Kasinostr. 16, D-64293 Darmstadt, Germany
Website: www.cruises4you.de

An introduction in the world of cruises that is
worth reading is her book: Tips and Tricks from
a Cruise Addict (available at Amazon ISBN
978-3-00-055919-8 (paperback) or 978-3-00055967-9 (E-Book) – US$11.50), so that your
cruise is dream vacation too. On behalf of the
cruise lines and tour operators, Gohlke spends
time on board as a “normal guest” to increase
quality and to find and improve weak points.
In addition, Cruises4you always has a multitude
of offers for ocean and river cruises and is also
available for group inquires and full charters.
Just a word of warning on the side: whoever
takes a cruise on the right ship will want to do it
again and again!

Re-experience Cruise Consultation

Welcome to the Best Cruise Agency Germany 2018
It is clearly noticeable at the first talk that luxury and cruise specialist, Cruises4you in Darmstadt
makes personal service and consultation top priority. Unlike the usual, interested parties are given
an appointment, allowing customers to enjoy a cup of coffee during a detailed consultation.
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